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La Quinta High School 2013 Spring Band Concert
Conducted by Mr. Richie Sebastian

CONCERT BAND (4th period)
- Jubilance..............................................................James Swearingen
- Wicked (Highlights)..........................................arr. Michael Brown
  (No One Mourns the Wicked - I’m Not That Girl - Defying Gravity
  No Good Deed - For Good)
- Hymnsong of Philip Bliss..............................David Holsinger
- Disney Spectacular........................................arr. John Moss
  (Part of Your World - Under the Sea - Beauty and the Beast - Be Our
  Guest - Whole New World - Friend Like Me)
- Into the Storm......................................................Robert W. Smith

DRUMLINE
- Journey.........................................................Jonathan Zuniga and Mike McGee

SYMPHONIC BAND (1st period)
- Havendance......................................................David Holsinger
- Les Miserables................................................arr. Johnnie Vinson
  (At the End of the Day - I Dreamed a Dream - Master of the House -
  Do You Hear the People Sing? - On My Own)
- River of Life..................................................Steven Reineke
- Brave Highlights.................................Patrick Doyle arr. Sean O’Loughlin

FLUTE
Gloria Huynh
Christine Leiterman
Nikita Nunez*
My Pham
Jerry Trieu
Lucas Vu

CLARINET
Amy Alke
Megan Dinh
Javier Enriquez
Boi-Hao Huang
Marybeth Lai
Nicholas Ly
Dung Nguyen
Matthew Nguyen
Anh Tran
Dan Tran

BASS CLARINET
Courtnea Taylor

CONCERT BAND
ALTO
Sadie Adams
Joseph Cherney
Vincent Do
Justin Le
Sarah Medina
Christopher
Tathanhlong
Vanessa Tran
Aaron Truong
Cecilia Tsai
Patrick Voong

SAXOPHONE
Scott Letti*
Randy Nguyen*

BASS DRUM
Christian Do*
Dustin Ho
Chris Nguyen*
Tony Phan
Melissa Vu*

SAXOPHONE
William Radecki*

BARITONE
William Radecki*

BASS CLARINET
Courtnea Taylor

TRUMPET
Dominic Garcia
James Nguyen
Kendrick Nguyen
Kenny Nguyen
Michael Pham
Sabrina Rosales

TROMBONE
Steven Dao

BARITONE
Christopher Hien

TUBA
Alvin Bui
Jimmy Nguyen

PERCUSSION
Elvis Nguyen
Thu Nguyen
Timothy Nguyen
Steven To

GUITAR
David Fuentes

DRUMLINE
SNARE DRUM
Victor Le*
Vivienne Le
Jetinny Ngo

BARITONE
Christopher Hien

TENOR DRUM
Danny Nguyen*
Tony Nguyen

TOMS
Veronica Aguilar
Elvis Nguyen
Linh Ong
Jessica Vo

Cymbals
Jan Hong
Jeffrey Liv
Buunghi Ly
Han Mai
Steven Phung*

FRONT ENSEMBLE
Patrizha Alido
Dominica Cao
Megan Chang
Mychau Ho
Jane Huynh
Aidan Nguyen *
Duyen Nguyen

Journey
Brave